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INTRODUCTION

The Himalayas is the youngest and the highest mountain
ranges in the world. It is about 2400 km in length. The Himalaya
is believed to be originated as a result of continent-continent
collision between Indian and Eurasia Plates (Dewey and Bird,
1970; Powell and Conaghan, 1973). India-Eurasia collision
caused slicing of the northern margin of the Indian continent
into three blocks along three principal thrusts: the Main Central
Thrust (MCT), the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT) and the Main
(or Himalayan) Frontal Thrust (MFT). These major intra-crustal
thrusts divide the Himalaya into four tectonic zones as the Sub-
Himalaya, the Lesser Himalaya, the Higher Himalaya, and the
Tethys Himalaya from south to north, respectively (Gansser,
1964). The Lesser Himalaya represents a fold-and-thrust belt
in the region. Many works have been carried out in the past in
the Lesser Himalaya such as the Nawakot Group in central
Nepal (Stöcklin and Bhattarai, 1977; Stöcklin, 1980), Kali
Gandaki Supergroup in west-central Nepal (Sakai, 1983; 1985),
Dang-Sallayan area in the west (Dhital and Kizaki, 1987a and
1987b), Syangja area in the west (Dhital et al., 2002), Muglin
area in west-central Nepal (Paudyal and Paudel, 2011a, 2011b
and 2013), and Muglin-Bandipur area west-central Nepal
(Paudyal, 2012).

ABSTRACT

The study was carried out in the Lesser Himalaya between Ridi-Shantipur area of the Gulmi District, west-central Nepal. Two geological
units: the Nourpul Formation and the Dhading Dolomite were mapped in the area. These units belong to the Nawakot Group as
explained by several researchers in central Nepal. The Nourpul Formation can further be divided into three members based on distinct
mappable lithology, which are named as the Lower Member, the Middle Member and the Upper Member, respectively.

The area is highly folded with several local and regional anticlines and synclines; Ridi Khola Anticline, Ridi-Karikot Syncline, Ruru
Anticline, Baletaksar-Gwadi Syncline, Huga-Bamgha Anticline, Rimuwa-Rudrabeni Syncline, Juhan-Eksing Anticline, Juniya-Limgha
Syncline, Bharse-Thaple Anticline, and Chiureko Syncline, respectively from the south to the north. All the folds are trending along
to the ESE-WNW direction. The origin of these folds can be linked with the thrust propagation in the Himalaya that can be explained
with the deformation event D4.

The Harewa Khola Thrust is the only one regional scale thrust mapped in the area. The thrust carries the older Nourpul Formation
over the Dhading Dolomite with the indications of thrust related features like slickensides and fault-breccias. The thrust seems to
propagate to the north. There is a continuous shear zone mapped in the outcrops from the Tal Khola-Aslewa-Eksingh-Gudrung-Juhang-
Rupakot region as an indicator of the presence of the Badi Gad Fault in the region..

Active faults in the Nepal Himalayas are mainly
distributed along the major tectonic lines as well as older
geological faults in the Lesser Himalaya (Nakata, 1982; Nakata
et al., 1984). The Badi Gad Fault (Nakata et al., 1984) is one
of the Central Active Fault System in the Lesser Himalaya. The
present work is mainly focused concerning the geology and
regional structure of Ridi-Shantipur area, west-central Nepal.
The study area covers major parts of the Gulmi District and
small parts of the Syangja and the Palpa Districts of west-central
Nepal (Fig. 1). The study area lies between the latitudes of
3089000N and 3112000 N (270 55'00''-280 07'30'') and longitudes
between 039000 E and 053000 E (830 22' 30''-830 32' 30'').
Present study covers an area of about 250 sq. km. The famous
places of the area are Ridi Bazar, Rudrabeni Gaun, Khaireni
Bazar, and Shantipur village. Similarly, the major rivers are the
Kali Gandaki and the Badi Gad Khola.

Nakata (1982) and Nakata et al. (1984) carried out the
geological study in the northern region of the present area
focusing to the Badi Gad Fault, used aerial photos to interpret
the extension of the Badi Gad Fault, and noticed several river
course diversions and terraces tilting as the indicator of the Badi
Gad Fault. However, the present area was not investigated in
terms of mapping of geological structures. Therefore, the main
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objective of the study was to prepare a geological map and
cross-sections in 1:25,000-scales to investigate the regional
geological structures in the Ridi-Shantipur area.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Topographical map (sheet no. 2783 02B, 1999 and sheet
no. 2883 14D, 1998 in 1:25000 scale) published by the
Department of Survey, Government of Nepal were used for the
geological mapping. The major previous publication includes
the Geological maps by the Department of Mines and Geology
(DMG) in 1983 and 2000 (Tater et al., 1983; Shrestha et al.,
2000) and structural map of Sako et al. (1973).  During the
mapping of regional geological structures, outcrop scale
geological structures were measured and documented.  The
regional geological map was prepared in a team of nine thesis
students of Central Department of Geology, Tribhuvan University
(Batch: 2014/15) lead by the second author of this paper as
supervisor.  Out of several objectives, one of the focuses was
given to map the presence and extension of the Badi Gad Fault
in the region. Mapping was carried out with specific objective
to each student. Accordingly, the detail investigation of the Badi
Gad Fault was carried out by Timalsina (Timalsina and Paudyal,
2018). Two major routes (i) Argelli-Ridi section and the (ii)
Ridi-Rudrabeni section were selected for detail route mapping.

Stratigraphy was worked out preparing columnar sections
and chronological relation of the strata was established with
the help of sedimentary structures such as ripple marks, cross-
laminations and stromatolites. Emphasis was given to locate
and measure both local as well as regional geological structures.
 Structural components like attitudes of beds and foliation, trend
of fold axis and lineation, extension of fault lines, etc. were
documented in the field. Geological contacts and representative
cross-sections were drawn in the field. Representative samples
of the rocks and photographs of important geological features
were taken from the field.

RESULTS

Geology and Stratigraphy of Ridi-Shantipur area

The study area includes four major rivers, i.e., the Kali
Gandaki River in the north-west, the north portion of the Ridi
Khola, south-east portion of the Hugdi Khola and north-the
south segment of the Badi Gad Khola. The study area is
characterized by the presence of low-grade metamorphic rocks
like slates, phyllites, quartzites and metasandstones. Only the
rocks of the Nourpul Formation and the Dhading Dolomite of
the Nawakot Group are exposed in the area (Figs. 2 and 3). The
geological contact between these units can be seen frequently
in several areas. The repetition of the geological units is observed
due to intense folding of the strata in the region.

Nourpul Formation

The Nourpul Formation is widely distributed in the
region with its major occurrence towards the south of the Badi
Gad River (Figs. 2 and 3). In the present study, the Nourpul
Formation is divisible into three members based on distinct
lithology. They are the Lower Member, the Middle Member
and the Upper Member, successively from the bottom to the
top (Figs. 2, 3 and 4).  The Lower Member is predominantly
of thin- to medium-bedded, fine- to medium-grained, grey
phyllite with subordinate proportion of grey, thin-bedded
metasandstone. The most remarkable feature is that the phyllite
is foliated and calcareous in nature. The Middle Member
predominantly consists of thick- bedded, medium-grained, grey
siliceous stromatolite containing dolomites with varying
proportion of thick-bedded, medium- to coarse-grained, grey
metasandstone (arenite) and medium-bedded, fine- to medium-
grained grey psammatic phyllite. This succession is
stratigraphically followed by beds of thin- to medium-bedded
grey, psammatic phyllite and medium-bedded, grey
metasandstone with current and linguoid ripple marks (Fig. 5).
The Upper Member consists dominantly of metasandstone,
which makes it different from the Lower Member. The Dhading
Dolomite sharply overlies the Nourpul Formation. The total
thickness of the Nourpul Formation in the area is about 1 km.

Dhading Dolomite

This geological unit consists of monotonous succession
of grey, medium- to thick-bedded, siliceous dolomite with minor
amounts of phyllite. The dolomite consists of well-developed
algal mats and stromatolites (Fig. 6). Domal shaped stromatolites
show that the rock succession is right side up, i.e. normal setting.
 Another remarkable feature in this dolomite is the presence of
intra-formational clasts (30–150 mm in length) (Fig. 7). The
thickness of the Dhading Dolomite unit is about 150 m in the
region.

Fig. 1: Simplified geological map of the Nepal Himalaya
showing the study area (modified after Upreti and Le Fort,
1999)
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Fig. 2: Geological map of the Ridi-Shantipur area
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Regional Geological Structures

Folds

The area has undergone intense deformation forming
a number of regional scale folds. Such folds are mainly observed
in the Dhading Dolomite and the Nourpul Formation of the

Fig. 3:  Geological cross-section along X-Y and A-B from Fig. 2

Fig. 4: Generalized columnar section of the rocks exposed
in Ridi-Shantipur area

Fig.5: Lingoidal ripple marks observed in metasandstones
of the Middle Member of the Nourpul Formation, about 3
km NE from Ridi Bazar towards Rudrabeni along the road
section

Fig. 6: Columnar stromatolites observed in the rocks of the
Dhading Dolomite exposed at Pamphuka Gaun (BK4, Fig.
2). Stromatolites show that the rock succession in the area
is right side up (normal stratigraphic setting)
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Nawakot Group. Besides this, there are a number of local
anticlinal and synclinal folds in various parts of the study area.
They are best observed along the road section between Ridi to
Rudrabeni area. The Ridi Khola Anticline has the low plunge
while the Rimuwa-Rudrabeni Syncline has the highest plunge.
There are ten remarkable regional scale folds, five synclinal
folds and five anticlinal folds.

The Ridi Khola Anticline lies at the southernmost part
of the study area whose axis cuts the Ridi Khola and passes
through the junction of the Ridi Khola and the Kali Gandaki
River and extends towards Argalli of the Palpa District.  At the
northern limb of this Anticline, thin-to medium-bedded calcareous
slate has been observed whereas in the southern limb thinly-
bedded greenish grey phyllite has been mapped.

The Ridi-Karikot Syncline lies at the southernmost part
of the study area about 400 m north from the Ridi Khola
Anticline whose axis passes from the left bank of the Ridi Khola
and passes through the Kali Gandaki River and extends towards
Karikot in the west.

The Ruru Anticline lies about 500 m north from the Ridi-
Karikot Syncline whose axis passes from the Ruru in the
northwest and ends up 500 m east of Ridi. Along the axis of
this Anticline laminated calcareous greenish grey phyllite has
been observed. At the northern limb of this Anticline, boudins
of quartzite were observed within the phyllite along the Ridi-
Rudrabeni road section.

The Baletaksar-Gwadi Syncline lies about 4 km north
from the Ruru Anticline whose axis passes from the Baletaksar
in the northwest and Gwadi in the southeast. Along the axis of
this Syncline thinly-bedded grey phyllite has been mapped.

The Huga-Bamgha Anticline about 2.5 km north from
the Ridi-Karikot Syncline whose axis extends from Huga in the
northwest to Gwadi in the southeast and also cuts the Kali
Gandaki River. The axis passes through Baunwa outlier which
is composed of the rocks of the Dhading Dolomite. Along the

axis of this Anticline thinly-bedded greenish grey phyllite with
bands of slightly-weathered quartzite has been observed.

The Rimuwa-Rudrabeni Syncline lies at the central part
of the study area about 600 m north from the Huga-Bamgha
Anticline. Its axis of this syncline passes from the left bank of
the Badi Gad Khola and passes through the junction between
the Badi Gad Khola and the Kali Gandaki River at Rudradrabeni
in the southeast. The axis also passes through the Dhading
Dolomite at Botegaun.

The Juhan-Eksing Anticline lies about 500 m north
from the Rimuwa-Rudrabeni Syncline whose axis passes through
the right bank of the Badi Gad Khola extends from Juhan in
the northwest to Aslewa in the southeast. The fold axis is parallel
to the Badi Gad Khola. The axis passes through the Upper
Member of the Nourpul Formation. Along the axis of this
Anticline thinly-bedded purplish and greenish phyllite with
quartz veins have been observed.

The Juniya-Limgha Syncline lies 600 m north of the
Juhan-Eksingh Anticline. Its axis passes from the Turang in the
northwest and Limgha in the southeast. The axis passes through
the Dhading Dolomite. The axis is curved at the middle at
Juniya.

The Bharse-Thaple Anticline lies about 250-600 m
north from the Juniya-Limgha Syncline whose axis extends
from Bharse in the northwest to Thapleko Lek  in the southeast.
The axis passes through the Upper Member of the Nourpul
Formation and the Dhading Dolomite.

The Chiureko Syncline lies about 250 m north of the
Bharse-Thaple Anticline. Its axis passes from the Dabhungau
in the northwest and extends towards Thapleko Lek in the
southeast. The fold axis passes through the Upper Member of
the Nourpul Formation and the Dhading Dolomite.  The axis
is curved at the middle and runs parallel to the Bharse-Thaple
Anticline.

From geological cross-sections and stereographic
analyses, characteristics of folds were determined (Table 1).

Harewa Khola Thrust

The Harewa Khola Thrust is a distinct tectonic boundary
separating the Dhading Dolomite with the Upper Member of
the Nourpul Formation (Fig. 8). It is the only large scale thrust
found in the study area. The thrust lies at the northernmost part
of the study area. In this region, the thrust extends from Gwadha
in the east to Harrachaur in the west. The Dhading Dolomite
is at the footwall of the fault whereas the Nourpul Formation
is at hanging wall. This shows the presence of fault between
the two formations since dip direction of the fault is towards
the older Nourpul Formation. In the study area, the thrust is
about 12 km long. The dip of the thrust varies from 30 to 50o

due SW.

 Fig. 7: Intraformational clasts seen in the dolomite of the
Dhading Dolomite exposed at Pamphuka
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Badi Gad Fault

During the field work, several geological as well as
geomorphic evidences of the existence of the active fault were
found. These evidences include the presence of several shear
zones in the area (Fig. 2). In addition to shear zones, geomorphic
evidences of existence of the Badi Gad Fault like clustering of
large and several landslides along a confined linear zone, river
course diversion, terrace tilting, recent fault scarps, shifting of
quartz veins along the strike of the beds and foliation of the
rocks, etc. are recorded. The details of this study was carried
out and published by Timalsina and Paudyal (2018) after this
team work.

Erosional structures

There are two outliers as erosional structures in the
area which are named as the Baunwa outlier and the Khadikot
outlier. Both of these outliers belong to the rocks of the Dhading
Dolomite surrounded by the older rocks of the Nourpul
Formation. The fold axis of the Huga-Bamgha Anticline passes
through the Baunwa outlier and divides it in two halves. This

outlier is about 2 km long and 1.5 km wide. Similarly, the
Khadikot outlier is exposed around the village named Khadikot.
This outcrop is isolated by the Upper Member of the Nourpul
Formation from its main part of the Dhading Dolomite.  This
outlier is about 2.5 km long and 300 m wide.

DISSCUSSION

The rocks of the Nourpul Formation in the present area
can be mapped under three geological units as members. They
are named as the Lower Member, the Middle Member and the
Upper Member of the Nourpul Formations after this work. The
rocks of the Nourpul Formation in Mugling-Damauli section
of west-central Nepal has even been mapped under four members
and several beds (Paudyal and Paudel, 2011a, 2011b; Paudyal,
2014). This shows that the mode of deposition of the Nourpul
Formation is varied laterally from central to western region of
Nepal.

The Lesser Himalaya exhibits thin-skinned style of
deformation and has been interpreted as a fold-and-thrust zone
forming a foreland-propagating duplex structure (Schelling and
Arita, 1991; Srivastava and Mitra, 1994; Decelles et al., 1998;
Paudel and Arita, 2000; Paudyal 2014). The present study area
also is a part of the Lesser Himalayan duplex.

The MCT is the roof thrust, which lies several kilometers
north from the present study. The MBT acts as a floor thrust
for the Lesser Himalayan duplex (Molnar et al., 1973; Seeber
and Armbruster, 1981; Verma and Kumar, 1987, Paudyal, 2014)
which is also several kilometers south from the present study.
Several folds developed in the present study possibly represent
presence of a large synclinorium and an anticlinorium. These
folds were probably developed in the process of propagation
of the horses of the thrust sheets above the Lesser Himalayan
rocks in the region. The Harewa Khola Thrust is probably the
imbricate fault of the region.

Fig. 8: Geomorphic view of the Harewa Khola Thrust

Table 1: Characteristics of folds
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A number of shear zones are identified and mapped
along a certain region of the area. There are other several fault-
related indicators to explain the presence of the Badi Gad Fault
in this region. The north-west extension of the presently located
Badi Gad Fault ultimately joins with the fault as mapped by
Nakata (1984).

Analysis of major and small-scale structures in the area
shows that the Lesser Himalaya is characterized by poly-phase
deformational history as in the other parts of the Lesser Himalaya
such as in the eastern Nepal Himalaya (Schelling, 1989),
Langtang area (Macfarlane, 1992), Pokhara-Butwal area (Paudel
and Arita, 2000), and Mugling-Damauli area (Paudyal and
Paudel, 2013; Paudyal, 2014). Among the five deformation
phases, first two (D1 and D2) are supposed to be of pre-
Himalayan (pre-Tertiary) time and the later three (D3, D4 and
D5) are related to the Himalayan orogeny (Paudel and Arita,
2000; Paudyal and Paudel, 2013; Paudyal, 2014; Paudyal, 2018).
The Himalayan deformational events can be considered as a
single continuous phase of non-coaxial simple-shear progressive
deformation related to thrust movements (Schelling, 1989).

The structures of the Lesser Himalaya in the present
study display poly-phase deformation. The geological structures
observed in the area were formed by at least three phases of
deformation which are labeled as D3, D4 and D5, respectively.
Structures having the same geometric style in all the tectonic
units are assigned to the same deformational event. The
deformation phase D3 is represented by the Harewa Khola
Thrust. The deformation phase D4 is represented by WNW-
ESE trending major folds in the present study. The latest
deformation (D5) in the area is the formation of brittle shear
zones and fractures.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study shows that the area consists of rocks
of the Nourpul Formation and Dhading Dolomite of the Nawakot
Group of the Lesser Himalaya.

Several sets of anticlines and synclines have been mapped
in the area.  There are ten remarkable regional scale folds; five
synclinal folds and five anticlinal folds. Although the folds in
the area are not strictly periodic, they may be described as a
single fold system. All the folds have asymmetrical profiles and
are plunging at an angle between 2o to 31o. The development
of these WNW-ESE trending major folds in the present study
may be originated during the thrust propagation over the rocks
of the Lesser Himalaya, supposed as the deformation event D4.

The Harewa Khola Thrust is a distinct tectonic boundary
separating the Dhading Dolomite with the Upper Member of
the Nourpul Formation. The dip of the thrust varies from 30 to
50o due SW. The Harewa Khola Thrust is probably the imbricate
fault and a part of the Lesser Himalayan duplex with the MCT
and MBT as its roof and floor thrusts, respectively.

Two erosional structures named as the Baunwa outlier
and Khadikot outlier are mapped in the region. Both the outliers
consist of rocks of the Dhading Dolomite.
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